Empowered teachers, engaged students

SEL &
Mental Health
Relaxed
minds,
focused
learning

NEW Nasco First Aid Kit:
Student Mental Health for
Grades K–5, pp. 2-3

Boost student mental health by
implementing the SEL tips
and tools inside >>
1.800.558.9595 | nascoeducation.com

Grades K-12

NEW

8 tips to boost
student mental health

ARE YOUR STUDENTS
FEELING OVERWHELMED?

Over the last two years, students have experienced learning
disruptions and isolation from their peers, and some have suffered
personal family tragedies.

Help them manage their emotions by giving
them this SEL first aid kit full of calming
activities and sensory tools

Today, research shows that millions of students are struggling
and in urgent need of mental health support. Browse the tools
and techniques on these pages to fill your SEL toolbox, and start
boosting students’ coping skills today with the 8 tips below.

“

A student told me they really
needed it today in class so they were
happy they had it in their book bag.

Start with a new mantra for each class

Focus on healing

Inspire curiosity

Dedicate time each day to journaling

Write thank-you notes

Laughter is contagious

Start each class with a different mantra: “I am powerful
and smart;” “I live in this world to inspire others;” “I am kind
and important.” Inspire students to see those words in
themselves and others.

Whether problem-solving with STEAM activities, exploring
nature, or trying a new art medium, set aside some time
today to tinker and create.

Expressing gratitude is essential for a happy life. Have
students practice writing thank-you notes to someone
special.

Use the 5-to-1 ratio of positive attention
Spend as much of your day as possible giving positive
feedback and seeing the results.

Often we are so centered on content. But before we can
learn, we have to be in the right headspace. Start each
lesson with breathing exercises today to center students.

”

– Sarah Salvatore,
Brunswick City Schools, OH

Have students spend 5 minutes during class writing about
funny things that happened, their mood, their relationships,
their goals, or just about their neighborhood. Creating this
habit helps students keep perspective in their lives.

Try a round of laughter yoga. Pull up a video online, gather
a group, and laugh to turn around the day!

Nasco First Aid Kit:
Student Mental Health

Give each other warm fuzzies

Have each student write one nice thing about every person
in the class. Trade the compliments and have students read
one per day for a month.

Classroom sets include
enough for 30 students!

When students feel overwhelmed, they
can pull out an SEL first aid kit and use
the 6 activities and sensory objects
to manage their emotions. Each
individual kit includes one 16-page
activity booklet, 1 plastic storage
pouch, 1 scented eraser, 1 sea shell, 1
plastic mirror, and 3 plastic-coated
paper clips. The classroom kit includes
30 individual kits and a lesson plan
that provides activity walkthroughs,
discussion topics, and extension ideas.
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

Want more SEL tips?

For Grades K–5

NE40156K221 Classroom Kit — $195.00
NE40158K221 Individual Kit — $6.50

Get practical, actionable tips in your inbox every week to help you promote positivity
and transform your classroom. Visit nascoeducation.com/sel-tips to sign up.

For Grades 6–12

Grades K–5

Grades 6–12

NE40157K221 Classroom Kit — $195.00
NE40159K221 Individual Kit — $6.50

Source: “Covid Harmed Kids’ Mental Health–And Schools Are Feeling It,” Vestal, Christine, The Pew Charitable Trusts, 2021.

Ordering information
1.800.558.9595

Monday – Friday 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST
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nascoeducation.com

1.800.372.1236

orders@nascoeducation.com

901 Janesville Ave.
Fort Atkinson, WI 53538

Choking hazard label information

© 2022 Nasco Education

• CHOKING HAZARD (1) WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD —
Small Parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.
• CHOKING HAZARD (2) WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD —
Children under 8 yrs. can choke or suffocate on uninflated or broken balloons.
Adult supervision required. Keep uninflated balloons from children. Discard
broken balloons at once.
• CHOKING HAZARD (3) WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD —
This toy is a small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.

• CHOKING HAZARD (4) WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD —
Toy contains a small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.
• CHOKING HAZARD (5) WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD —
This toy is a marble. Not for children under 3 yrs.
• CHOKING HAZARD (6) WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD —
Toy contains a marble. Not for children under 3 yrs.

Nasco Education Price Change Policy Due to unforeseen cost increases or operational changes, we
reserve the right to change published catalog prices or our shipping policy without notice. Refer to our website for
the most current pricing. Some products may be excluded from further discount. Please contact us for a quote.
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NEW

NEW

Nasco Mindfulness at School
and Home SEL Kit

Gr. PreK-3 Teach students to
practice mindfulness at school
or at home in fun ways. With the
help of 50 engaging games and
creative activities, students will
learn to become more focused,
manage difficult emotions with
calmness, and form a more caring
and compassionate attitude.
Each individual kit includes
Mindfulness Cards, Play-Doh®,
journal, watercolors, and a pen.
NE40160K221 — $24.10

Nasco Responsible Decision-Making Desk Pet Kit

Gr. PreK–5 Desk pets are a powerful classroom management and SEL tool you can use to teach your
students responsible decision-making and self-management. This kit includes materials for up to 30 students.
Contents include a Responsible Decision-Making Desk Pets Lesson Plan with reproducible Pet Adoption
Application and My Responsibilities worksheet, 30 assorted desk pet erasers , 30 “pet home” containers, 30
adoption certificates, 40 each of 6 mini awards (240 total), Our Responsible Behavior tracking chart, 30
graduation certificates, 120 assorted mini eraser prizes, and 1 clear plastic storage box with carrying handle.
NE40144K221 — $64.99

NEW

Nasco SEL Reflections Journal Kit

Gr. K–8 Self-reflection, self-awareness, and self-management are
important components of social-emotional learning — and may be critical
during the pre-teen and teen years of middle school. This journaling kit gives
students a kick start on what can be a difficult task with 30 days of prompts
built around CASEL’s core competencies. Works for in-classroom learning or
when students are part of a virtual education program. Kit includes a sketch
diary, set of 5 gel ink pens and prompt sheet.
NE40004K221 — $12.10
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Curiosity Cubes Conversation Starter Kit

Gr. 3–12 Encourage students to open up to their peers with Curiosity
Cubes. The cards and cube manipulatives in this kit are designed as
conversation starters to get students talking as a way to build their SEL skills
and relationships with classmates. Includes 3 sets of question cards and a
set of cube manipulatives.
NE40165K221 — $22.99

1.800.558.9595 | Browse the full selection at nascoeducation.com/sel

Action and Reaction: Historical Examples
of Responsible Decisions SEL Kit

Gr. K–3 Help students explore the importance of
responsible decision making, focusing on how to act,
where to act and why action is important through
the stories of Jackie Robinson, Amelia Earhart, Rosa
Parks, Jim Henson, Jane Goodall, Martin Luther
King, Jr., and Gandhi.
SN37257K221 — $199.95

Understanding Others, Understanding
Ourselves: A Social Awareness SEL Kit

Gr. K–3 Help students learn to talk about differences between people and groups with a kaleidoscope of experiences, histories, abilities, and points
of view, while helping them also discover the building
blocks of leadership and the power of our similarities. Kit provides great context for current events and
social movements.
NE40035K221 — $199.95

Managing Our Emotions At Home:
SEL Student/Family Kit

Gr. PreK–3 Before kids can understand their own
emotions, they need to be able to identify them.
Kit centers on the 50 Emotion Activities Box which
allows students, teachers and parents to talk about
the emotions read on the faces of others, face fears,
and manage actions and reactions.
NE40005K221 — $24.10

Browse the full selection at nascoeducation.com/sel | 1.800.558.9595
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NEW

NEW

GIVE THEM SPACE TO
RELAX & REFOCUS

Help students sew
together new life skills
with every stitch

In a calming corner, students can
take a break on overwhelming days
with sensory tools that will help
them return to learning

Sew Your Stress Away Classroom Kit

Gr. 5-12 Explore the effects of stress and how
sewing can be used as a valuable SEL activity to
help manage it. This classroom kit includes the
essentials your students need to sew their stress away
by stitching together a fidget maze project using
marbles and a fun pattern to follow. Kit includes
20 sheets of felt fabric, 20 marbles, pins, gauges,
embroidery needles, craft thread, and lesson plan.
NE40163K221 — $55.00

Nasco Calming Corner Kits

Gr. PreK-5 Create a quiet space
for students to relax, refocus, and
manage overwhelming emotions.
Kits contain items designed to
meet their sensory and SEL needs,
including tactile manipulatives,
wiggle cushions, a weighted
pillow, and art supplies. The
deluxe kit also contains a black
out tent. See full kit contents on
nascoeducation.com. • CHOKING

Sensory
tent
included!

Standard kit

NEW

Deluxe kit
Nasco Quiet Bag Kit

Gr. PreK-5 Reduce stress and
help students regain focus in the
classroom. This kit is full of sensory
solutions needed to help calm
the nerves of students on days
they become overstimulated or
experience sensory overload, and
help them quiet their mind so they
can focus. When their nerves are
calmed and their fidgety fingers
are no longer fidgeting, they can
relax and better concentrate on
learning. • CHOKING HAZARD (1, 6).
Not for under 3 yrs.

NE40148K221 — $35.99
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NEW

Includes
set of five
exercise balls

HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

NE40142K221 Standard
NE40143K221 Deluxe
Each — $195.95

NEW

1.800.558.9595 | Browse the full selection at nascoeducation.com/sel

Yoga Deck For Kids on
the Ball Game Kit

Gr. K+ Help students
focus, stretch, and breathe
with the Yoga Deck For
Kids on the Ball and a set
of exercise balls. The yoga
movements featured on
the illustrated cards are
designed for students with
varying abilities to do on
their own. These exercises
can help increase attention span, calm nerves,
develop postural control,
and more. Kit includes
yoga cards and a set of
five exercise balls.
NE40161K221 — $109.00
• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

Yoga Spinner® Game Kit

Gr. K-12 Engage your students with a mindful physical activity using the
Yoga Spinner Game. Take a break in the classroom to play this fun game
that can be used as an effective SEL activity. Teach students that yoga can
help reduce their anxiety and stress levels as well as create a positive classroom environment. Kit includes the Yoga Spinner Game and five exercise
mats. The game has 54 yoga pose cards, a spinner with storage compartment, and instructions.
NE40162K221 — $109.95

Browse the full selection at nascoeducation.com/sel | 1.800.558.9595
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Feelings are meant
to be expressed

CREATIVE
EXPRESSION
PIECED TOGETHER

Join author and art educator Sarah Krajewski as
she talks about her book “Exactly You! The Shape
of Your Feelings.”

Encourage students to express
themselves through a mixedmedia collage project

The book was developed to help teachers
start conversations with their students about
big feelings and interpreting the world through
colorful abstract art.
To watch the webinar, visit qrco.de/exactly.

Nasco Exactly You! SEL & Art Activities Set

Gr. K–5 Help students accept and normalize their feelings through
discussion and art. This set includes the book “Exactly You! The
Shape of Your Feelings” and enough supplies for a class of 24
students to create art projects that feature bright colors and
abstract shapes. The set includes the book, watercolors, oil pastels,
pencils, paper, construction paper, crayons, and glue.
NE20099K221 — $125.00

Artist: Jude B.
Teacher: Sarah Krajewski

“I am an artist” collage lesson Vol. 111
Gr. K–5 Help students create expressive self-portraits that
explore abstract art, mixed-media collages, and themselves.
Get the lesson plan at bit.ly/artistcollage.

LESSON
PLAN

Art/
SEL

Developed with Sara Shearman-Huther, Louisiana

Quilling self-portraits

Volume 117 | Gr. 9+
Time: 15 Days
(54 min. class periods)

A unit on intricate paper filigree

Inspired by Yulia Brodskaya

VA:Cr1.1a
Use multiple approaches to
begin creative endeavors.

VA:Re.7.2.la
Analyze how one’s understanding of the world is affected by
experiencing visual imagery.

VA:Re8.1.8a
Interpret art by analyzing
how the interaction of subject
matter, characteristics of form
and structure, use of media,
art-making approaches, and
relevant contextual information
contributes to understanding
messages or ideas and mood
conveyed.

VA:Cn10.1.1a
Document the process of developing ideas from early stages to
fully elaborated ideas.

Objectives

Students will be able to…
• Draw an enlarged self-portrait using a grid
• Demonstrate skills using a precision knife to cut
paper strips for quilling
• Fold and roll paper strips to create tight quills
• Create tints, tones, and shades by folding paper to
create blended colors
• Create form by gluing paper on its end to follow the
planar structure of facial features

Nasco Quilling Self-Portraits Classroom Kit
Nasco Emotional Color Wheel Classroom Kit

Gr. K-5 Help your class convey emotions through art by exploring Eric Gibbons’ book, “The Emotional Color Wheel.” The book teaches students how
to use colors and shapes to create a wide array of expressive art projects. Kit
includes the book, 12 colored pencils, 28 oil pastels, 16 crayons, 8 washable markers, 8 fine line markers, 75 packs of modeling compound (1 oz.
per pack), 500 sheets of 9" x 12" drawing paper, 50 sheets of 12" x 12" card
stock, and 100 sheets of construction paper.
NE20024K221 — $110.00

Art/
SEL

LESSON
PLAN

Crayola
Model Magic

®

presents

The Emotional Color Wheel
Regular Edition
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Gr. K–5 Engage students in expressive collage self-portrait projects that take
a mixed-media approach. Get everything you need with the included lesson
plan and materials for 24 students. By experimenting with the materials in this
kit, students will build creative skills that can be applied to other art projects
in class. Kit includes lesson plan, tempera paint and paint sticks, oil crayons,
glitter glue pens, and tag board. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
9742779K221 — $199.95

Gr. 9–12 Introduce students to the intricate art of folding paper to create
quills to be used like brush strokes to “paint” a self-portrait. This kit includes
a lesson plan and enough supplies for a class of 24 students to draw an
enlarged self-portrait using a grid and demonstrate skills using a precision
knife to cut paper strips for quilling. Kit also includes cutting mats, knives,
assorted paper, glue, watercolor pads, and quilling tools.
9742777K221 — $195.10

®

Gr. 7-12 It’s easy to say you love someone
or dislike something. You can even draw
things to help people understand these
feelings, like a heart or a frowning face. But
artists can say the same thing with colors
and shapes. It’s like a secret language, a
code that is very easy to understand once
you know how. For example, why do you
think nearly every country uses the color
red on their stop signs? Red is a color that
grabs attention and alerts us to possible danger. This book will help you
learn about the ideas of color and shape and how to use them to create art
with secrets in them, aka expressionism. It contains lesson ideas with additional space for sketching and planning projects. 80 pages.
9734825K221 — $15.30

Nasco I Am An Artist Classroom Kit

Courtly
Characters
Volume 5

VA: Cr.1.1.2a
Brainstorm collaboratively multiple
approaches to an art or design problem.

VA: Cr.1.2.2a
Make art or design with various materials
and tools to explore personal interests,
questions and curiosity.

VA: Cr.2.1.2a
Experiment with various materials and
tools to explore personal interest in a
work of art or design.

VA:Cr.2.2.2a
Demonstrate safe procedures for using
and cleaning art tools, equipment, and
studio space.

VA: Cr.3:1.2a
Discuss and reflect with peers about
choices made in creating artwork.

VA: Re.7.2.2a
Categorize images based on expressive
properties.

VA: Re.8.1.2a
Interpret art by identifying the mood
suggested by a work of art and describing the relevant subject matter and
characteristics of form.

Objectives

Students will be able to…
• Define specific emotions and feelings
• Use shape, line, and form to create a face showing a specific emotion
• Tell a story about their character and the emotion the character is showing

Elementary Student Art Kit with 12 Project Guides
Nasco Model Magic Mask Classroom Kit

Gr. K–5 Let students showcase emotions by forming an expressive art
project. This kit includes a lesson plan and enough supplies for a class of 24
students to use their imagination to create a mask of an emotion-filled character they design using colorful modeling clay. Kit also includes tag board,
modeling clay, and dowels.
9742776K221— $210.65

1.800.558.9595 | Browse the full selection at nascoeducation.com/sel

Basic Drawing Kit

Includes 1 PRISMACOLOR® ebony black drawing pencil (6B soft), 1 each
of 4B and HB Nasco student drafting pencils, size 6 (53/4" x 1/2") blending
stump, 50-sheet Nasco Artist’s sketch pad (9" x 12"), metal pencil sharpener, and large PRISMACOLOR® kneadable eraser.
9727863K221 — $9.45
• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

Open-and-go student art kits include the essential K–8 art supplies. Also
includes project guides that provide “How To” information for 12 ready-tocreate projects using supplies in the kit. Perfect for distance learning. Kit
includes: crayons, markers, colored pencils, pastels, watercolor set, pencils,
eraser, scissors, glue stick, bottle of glue, sketch pad, multi-media paper,
construction paper, air-dry modeling compound, and 12 project guides.
For complete kit contents, visit nascoeducation.com.
9742833K221 — $45.00

Browse the full selection at nascoeducation.com/sel | 1.800.558.9595
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NEW

ONLY AT NASCO

Art has stressreducing benefits

Crayola® Colors of
the World Skin Tone Set

Make sure all children are represented and
feel included in the art they make with this
crayon set. Represents a diverse array of
skin tones. Set of 24.
NE20082K221 — $2.70
NE20084K221 Classroom Crayon Classpack®
(20 boxes of 24 crayons) — $47.50

NEW
Crayola® Colors of
the World Skin Tone
Colored Pencil Set

Make sure all children are represented
and feel included in
the art they make.
This 24-colored
pencil set represents
a diverse array of skin
tones.
NE20083K221 — $6.00

A

When students have a creative outlet,
studies have found that their dopamine
levels increase. This means that stressed
and anxious students feel better when
they’re making art.

NEW
Nasco Ultimate Craft Kit

Contains everything needed to create just about any craft project. Kit
includes assorted colors and sizes of pipe cleaners and pom poms, multiple
sizes of wiggle eyes, a bucket of beads, yarn, foam shapes, buttons, sequins,
glitter, feathers, construction paper, felt pieces, and mini wood pieces. Just
add scissors, glue, and imagination. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
9742739K221 — $213.15

Crayola®
Colors of the World
Washable Markers

This fine-line marker
set includes 24 specially
formulated colors that
represent a diverse
array of skin tones.
NE20137K221 — $10.15

B

Crayola® Colors of the World Coloring Book

Gr. K+ Students can color their way across
the globe visiting more than 20 countries while
learning about the diverse cultures around the
world. This multicultural coloring book is ideal
for self-reflection. 48 pages.
NE40112K221 — $1.40

Explore art tools that will help students
reduce feelings of stress, practice
mindfulness, become more self-aware,
process and understand their emotions,
and build self-confidence.

NEW

Nasco Assorted Construction Paper

Groundwood. High strength with
smooth texture. Recyclable. Includes
scarlet, black, orange, brown, pink,
violet, blue, holiday green, yellow, and
white. 9" x 12", 55 lb. 50 sheets.
9727121(AB)K221 — $1.85

A. World Colors Modeling Clay

Gr. K+ This 18-piece set includes 6 blendable skin
tones, 9 vibrant colors, and 3 clay modeling tools.
Colors can be mixed and blended to match unique
skin tones. Great for sensory development, helps
foster fine motor skills and color recognition.
Gluten free.
NE20111K221 — $6.40

B. Roylco® Face Pad

Skin tone faces for portraits or fun characters.
8 shades of paper. 50 sheets, 5" x 8".
9710570K221 — $6.90

C

D

Nasco Colored Pencils

C. Roylco® Paper Doll Pad

Draw faces, crown with tissue or hair yarn, and make
clothes with colored paper. 8 skin tones. 40 sheets,
8" x 10".
9718187K221 — $7.80

D. People-Shaped Craft Sticks

51/2" x 5/8" sticks in natural wood. Pkg. of 36 includes
18 each of male and female. • CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.

SB40412K221 — $10.15
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1.800.558.9595 | Browse the full selection at nascoeducation.com/sel

Gr. K+ Good quality, great value and
versatile. Smooth drawing with no-mess.
Product No.
NE20073K221
NE20109K221

Nasco Practice Sketchbooks

The teacher’s choice for affordable sketchbooks. Great for quick
sketches using pencil, pen, marker,
or crayon. Plastic spiral prevents
snags on clothing. 81/2" x 11", 20 lb.
50 Sheets
9725807K221 — $3.15 12+ $2.96
Bulk Pack of 48. 50 sheets.
9742816K221 — $135.00

Qty.
12
250

Set
$2.15
$38.95

Nasco Semi-Moist
Watercolor Set

Richly pigmented, semi-moist
watercolors offer exceptional
quality at a budget-friendly price.
Includes 8 colors and a white
taklon brush for smooth and easy
strokes.
NE20186K221 — $4.00

• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

For a complete selection of art
supplies, visit nascoeducation.com/art

Browse the full selection at nascoeducation.com/sel | 1.800.558.9595
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NEW

NEW
Set 2

MEET THEIR
SENSORY NEEDS
This fidget phone and other
sensory tools help keep hands
busy and minds focused

Scoop Rocker

Allows rocking movement for sensory
input and calming capabilities. 50-lb.
maximum weight capacity. Set of 6;
3 blue and 3 red. 173⁄4" x 155⁄8" x 141⁄4".
SN36990K221 — $48.30

Reversible

Set 3

Bouncyband® Portable Weighted Lap Pad

Gr. PreK–12 Give restless students a comforting
sense of security with a weighted lap pad. Made
with super soft polyester fleece, this SEL sensory
tool has a relaxing effect on the body as well as
the mind. The dual textures of the pad will help
alleviate excess energy, decrease restlessness,
relieve stress, and improve attentiveness. The
pad weighs 5 lbs. and is 21" x 19".
NE40177K221 — $39.99

Fidget Fun Sets

A different sensory experience in each fidget will keep hands busy and
exploring. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
SN36978K221 Set 2
SN37126K221 Set 3
Each — $40.30

NEW

NEW

Grab the built-in handle
for easy transportation

Bouncyband®
Portable Wiggle
Seat Sensory
Cushion
Bouncyband® Wiggle Seat
Little Sensory Cushion

Gr. K–5 Wobble cushion allows
students to move quietly and expel
excess energy while seated. Flexible
nubs and bumps provide tactile
stimulation for calming. Pump
included. 103/4" dia. Blue. Latex and
BPA free.
SN37244K221 — $18.70

Bouncyband® Fidget Phone Sensory Tool

Gr. PreK–12 Give students an SEL tool
that’s designed to give them sensory satisfaction. This fidget phone provides tension
release, relieves anxiety, and improves concentration in the classroom. Students can
simply press their thumbs and fingers on the
resistance buttons and feel the silent “click.”
2½"W x 5 ½"H.
NE40176K221 — $9.99

Boinks Fidgets®

Slide the marble back
and forth in this fabric
tube. Set of 20.
SN36387K221 — $32.20

Bouncyband®

Weighted Cuddly
Companion – Large
Bulldog

For a complete selection of fidgets
and other sensory tools, visit
nascoeducation.com/sel
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1.800.558.9595 | Browse the full selection at nascoeducation.com/sel

Great for increasing muscle tone and
strength. Age appropriate for 4 years and up
with adult supervision.
20" L. 4-lb. weight.
• CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.

SN36366K221 — $83.20

Gr. K–12 Give
students a sensory
cushion so they can
stay focused in the
classroom. Designed
to meet the SEL needs
for students as it enables them to quietly move while they
engage in learning. Built-in handle allows students to take
the seat anywhere. It also features differing textures on both
sides for extra stimulation. 13" dia. Blue.
NE40178K221 — $24.99

Bouncyband® Wiggle Wobble Chair Feet

Gr. K–12 Give fidgety students an outlet to burn
off excess energy while seated. With these chair
feet, transform a standard school chair into an
SEL tool. Easily snap the feet onto the chair,
then students can rock or wobble, back and
forth and all around while staying focused in
class. Set of 4 chair feet.
NE40175K221 — $24.99
• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

Give students an outlet for releasing
excess energy and alleviating anxiety,
hyperactivity, and boredom. Foot rest
band allows students to quietly move
while working. Support pipes prevent
bands from slipping down. For round
legs with a maximum diameter of 17/16”.
Latex and phthalate free.
Bouncyband® for Elementary School
Chairs. Fits chairs with legs 13"-17"
apart. Support pipes: 4" L x
11/2" dia. Blue.
SN37225K221 — $14.99
Bouncyband® for Middle/High School
Chairs. Fits chairs with legs 17"-24"
apart. Support pipes: 4" L x 11/2" dia.
Black.
SN37224K221 — $15.99

Browse the full selection at nascoeducation.com/sel | 1.800.558.9595
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A

B
5-Minute Relationships Activities

Gr. 6+ In just 5 minutes, students will become
more informed about communication skills,
family, relationships, and more. 52 pages.
WA28711K221 — $37.50

Social Skills Board Games

Gr. 1-5 Six games have players discuss the solutions
to socially challenging situations and work together
to decide upon the best course of action. • CHOKING

5-Minute Leadership Activities

Gr. 6+ Topics: leadership qualities, achievable
goals, motivation, developing leadership, and
more. 50 pages.
WA29315K221 — $37.50

HAZARD (1).Not for under 3 yrs.

SB46274K221 — $42.40

C

NEW

A. The SEL Solution

Integrate Social and Emotional Learning into Your Curriculum and Build a Caring Climate for All

Shows how to integrate lessons on socialemotional topics into the curriculum. 191 pages.
PE09975K221 — $41.30

Remote Control Worry Control™ Game

Uses cognitive behavioral therapy to help combat
anxiety including strategies such as muscle relaxation, deep breathing, and visualization. For 2-5
players. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
SN32461K221 — $34.70

Social Skills Board Game Set

Helps students learn how to control emotions and
make friends. For 2-6 players or teams. Includes 1 of
each game below. • CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.

SN02905K221 — $174.20
Individual Games
SN01306K221 Friendship Island® — $64.80
SN02807K221 Escape from Anger Island™ — $63.70
SN02806K221 The Impulse Control Game™ — $64.80

What Do You Think?

Gr. 6+ Helps students develop skills that help make
decisions and resolve conflicts. Over 70 situations
address family relationships, friendships, peer pressure, etc. Perfect for practice in critical thinking skills,
making choices, and setting priorities. 184 pages.
SB53117K221 — $19.99

For a complete selection of SEL games, visit nascoeducation.com/sel
14
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B. Create a Culture of Kindness
in Middle School

Help students envision and create a school climate
of respect, acceptance, and kindness. Discussion
questions and activities focus on prosocial attitudes
and behaviors while addressing prejudice, anger,
exclusion, and bullying. Features 10-minute lessons
and 48 hands-on lessons that take about 30 minutes. Digital content includes customizable student
handouts and bonus material. 261 pages.
SN37230K221 — $42.70

D

5-Minute Racism, Diversity,
and Identity Activities

Gr. 6+ Introduce a lesson or utilize extra minutes
of class time with 50 activities addressing race,
diversity, and personal identity, each lasting 5
minutes or less. 50 pages.
SB52825K221 — $37.50

E

NEW

C. 180 Days of Social-Emotional

D. Teaching Stress Management: Activities for

Gr. K+ Provide students daily SEL activities to help

Gr. K+ Features 199 low- to no-cost activities that
help students in handling stress. Teachers also learn
how to incorporate principles of stress management
into their lessons and advocate for stress management programs in their schools. 264 pages.
SB48628K221 — $36.30

Learning Workbooks

them explore emotions, actions, relationships, and
responsible decision-making. The teacher-approved
activities will engage students in learning as they
build their confidence in self-reflection and growth.
NE40166K221 180 Days of SEL For Kindergarten Book
NE40167K221 180 Days of SEL For First Grade Book
NE40168K221 180 Days of SEL For Second Grade Book
NE40169K221 180 Days of SEL For Third Grade Book
NE40170K221 180 Days of SEL For Fourth Grade Book
NE40171K221 180 Days of SEL For Fifth Grade Book
NE40172K221 180 Days of SEL For Sixth Grade Book
Each — $22.99

Children and Young Adults Book

E. Growth Mindset Bulletin Board Set

This 29-piece set is ideal for giving your students a
mental boost that will keep them learning and growing in your classroom. Hang up versatile displays,
large or small, in areas that students will see every
day. Set includes a header, brain, fixed label, growth
label, 9 fixed mindset phrases, 9 growth mindset
phrases, and a motivational poster.
NE40151K221 — $12.99

For more SEL books, visit nascoeducation.com/sel
• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

Browse the full selection at nascoeducation.com/sel | 1.800.558.9595
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Looking for big engagement with
little prep? Scan the code to shop
open-and-go kits for every subject.
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Need help optimizing your relief funding?
We can help you navigate bids and quotes, find effective and
time-saving tools to ensure equal access for all students, and more!
Call 1.800.558.9595 or email custserv@nascoeducation.com
Catalog No. 2251

Struggling to
weave SEL into
the school day?
Give your students the mental
health support they need with
easy-to-implement tools.
•

Individual kits give every student
tools they can use at school or
at home

•

Time-saving classroom kits
provide engaging whole-class
learning opportunities

•

Hands-on sensory tools, fun
games, and creative art projects
build essential skills

